Generation of talc in the mantle wedge and its role in subduction dynamics in central Mexico
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1. Introduction

The presence of low-seismic velocity material that extends to depths of ~150 km with a thickness of 2–8 km along the slab–mantle interface has been detected in a number of modern subduction zones using teleseisms (Abers, 2000, 2005; Abers et al., 2003). Such low-velocity layers have been interpreted as either hydrated oceanic crust due to subduction of hydrous materials and subsequent up-dip fluid transport (Abers, 2000), or mélangé material composed dominantly of chlorite and talc on top of the subducting oceanic crust (Marschall and Schumacher, 2012). The strength of the slab–mantle interface greatly influences interplate frictional behavior and may thus control the extent to which convergent motions between the slab and the overriding plate are accommodated by earthquake slip, post-seismic deformation, or interseismic creep (Lay and Bilek, 2007).

Recent imaging based on the teleseismic converted phase in Cascadia have been able to resolve a few km thick low-velocity, high P-to-S velocity ratio \( V_p/V_s \) channel at the upper portion of subducted crust (Aubet et al., 2009; Hansen et al., 2012). Reported high \( V_p/V_s \) values (2.3–2.8) have been used to argue for fluid-filled porosity of 2.7–4.0% with the fluid under near-lithostatic pressure at a depth of less than 35 km (Audet et al., 2009; Peacock et al., 2011). Also, in Nankai, southwestern Japan, a zone of high \( V_p/V_s \) (1.9–1.95) is imaged beneath the plate boundary at a depth of ~25–30 km (Kodaira et al., 2004; Shelly et al., 2006). The high pore fluid pressures appear to be an important and necessary factor, which can explain low seismic velocities, and the promotion of slow slip earthquakes and tremors, both observed in shallow subduction environments such as Cascadia (Audet et al., 2009; Peacock et al., 2011), Nankai (Kodaira et al., 2004; Shelly et al., 2006), and also in central Mexico (Song et al., 2009; Kim et al., 2010; Song and Kim, 2012). However, at deeper depths anhydrous minerals may play a role in reducing the strength of the interface.

Central Mexico is an ideal place to examine seismic velocity variations along the crust–slab and slab–mantle interfaces and within subducting oceanic crust because: first, there is an available high-quality dense-array dataset (Middle American Subduction Experiment, MASE (MASE, 2007); Fig. 1; Perez-Campos et al., 2008) oriented along the subduction direction (Fig. 1). Second, the top of the oceanic Cocos plate beneath Mexico is cooler because of the lack of a thick insulating sedimentary cover (Currie et al., 2002). Third, a single down-dip profile in our study region (black solid line, Fig. 1) exhibits shallow-flat-steep progression of slab dip angles (Fig. 2A; Perez-Campos et al., 2008; Kim et al., 2010) with progression in slip behavior distributed with depth (Kostoglodov et al., 2010). Fourth, the subducting Cocos plate horizontally underplates the North American plate for ~325 km from the trench.
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with no intervening asthenosphere at a depth of \(\sim 45\) km (Fig. 2; Perez-Campos et al., 2008; Kim et al., 2010).

Of the flat subduction regions worldwide, the subduction system in central Mexico is unique because of the absence of the asthenosphere above the 250 km-long horizontal Cocos slab. Proposed mechanisms for the flat subduction are (1) the subduction of the young lithosphere or thickened crust in a form of an aseismic ridge due to buoyancy (Gutierrez et al., 2000), (2) curvature of the margin (Gephart, 1994), (3) absolute motion of the overriding plate (Lallemand et al., 2005), and (4) structure of the overriding plate (Perez-Gussiñe et al., 2008; Manea et al., 2013a, 2013b). There is no apparent cause such as the presence of oceanic impactor (Skinner and Clayton, 2010) or thickened continental (cra-tonic) lithosphere (Perez-Gussiñe et al., 2008; Manea et al., 2013a, 2013b) that can influence the subduction angle in central Mexico.

Mode converted phases suggest the presence of a low-strength, low-velocity layer between the subducting oceanic lithosphere and the overriding plate, which completely decouples the overriding plate from the subducting oceanic lithosphere in the flat-slab region (Song et al., 2009; Kim et al., 2010). Numerical models require a low-viscosity channel atop the subducting crust to support the current flat-slab configuration (Manea and Gurnis, 2007), suggesting that the uppermost horizontal layer of the oceanic crust in central Mexico, observed to have notably low seismic velocity (Song et al., 2009; Kim et al., 2010; Song and Kim, 2012), provides the necessary low-viscosity channel.

Location of the low seismic velocities coincides with the observed slow-slip patch extending from Acapulco to \(\sim 100\) km inland along the MASE profile (Fig. 2A; Larson et al., 2007; Song et al., 2009). By modeling tangential-component receiver functions, a combination of clay minerals like talc and high pore fluid pressure in the layer is found to be necessary for the shallow part of the subduction system (Song and Kim, 2012). However, the influence of the pore pressure on seismic velocities is expected to decrease with depth (Christensen 1984; 1989) and is likely insignif-
icant in the flat-slab region away from the shallowly-dipping portion near the trench, where a significant portion of fluids appear to be released (Manea and Manea, 2011). Nevertheless, anomalously low shear speed (2.4–3.4 km/s) continues in the layer directly below the upper-plate crust (Fig. 2A). In fact, these seismic velocities are far lower than expected for unaltered Mid-Ocean Ridge Basalt (MORB) or gabbro in the appropriate region of pressure (P)-temperature (T) space (Hacker et al., 2003). The candidate mineral phase talc (a low-strength hydrous mineral) was proposed to match the properties of the low-velocity anomaly at constant ∼45 km depth and a range of likely temperatures (500–800°C) (Fig. 2D; Kim et al., 2010). The observed \( V_p / V_s \) values at the depth of the flat slab are 2.05 ± 0.25 (Fig. 2D; Kim et al., 2010).

There are alternative models for the origin of low velocity in this layer. For example, the addition of fluids along normal faults at the outer-rise of the incoming plate offshore of central Mexico (e.g., Ranero et al., 2003) could cause elevated pore fluid pressure (e.g., Christensen, 1984). Also, crack anisotropy (Wang et al., 2012) within the layer might contribute to observed low shear speeds and high \( V_p / V_s \) (Fig. 2C; Kim et al., 2010). These may help lower the velocities but are not sufficient by themselves without extreme amount of water or crack density. Note there are almost no sediments along this part of the Middle America Trench to contribute fluids to the subducting system (Currie et al., 2002). This is an important constraint because in southern Alaska subduction zone, low velocities (∼20–40% reduction in \( V_s \)) are observed in the shallow-dipping subduction channel, and may be due to highly sheared, fluid-saturated sediments from the trench in combination with elevated pore fluid pressure in the channel (Kim et al., submitted for publication). On the other hand, the effect of metasediments are not considered in the \( V_p / V_s \)-porosity compilation of Peacock et al. (2011) in Cascadia.

The presence of frictionally weak phases such as serpentine and talc in hydrated peridotites at the slab–mantle interface has been reported from a number of subduction zones (e.g., Wang et al., 2009). However, the occurrence of talc at the depth expected for the upper oceanic crust in the flat slab regime in central Mexico (Kim et al., 2010) is enigmatic and may provide important constraints in slab dip evolution and the dynamics of the flat-slab system, which is not yet understood based on the geologic and tectonic data (Nieto-Samaniego et al., 2006; Morán-Zenteno et al., 2007). In this paper, we link available geophysical, mineralogical, and petrological constraints to examine causes for the genesis of talc in the flat-slab region, and discuss its critical role in subduction dynamics during the slab flattening process.

2. Previous data and interpretations

The Cocos plate subducting beneath central Mexico is young (∼16 My at the Middle America trench; Pardo and Suárez, 1995), but is relatively cold among the ‘warm-slab’ subduction systems due to lack of insulating sediment cover atop the subducting plate (Currie et al., 2002). A sedimentary sequence 170 m thick was recovered at DSDP Site 487 on the Cocos plate at 99°09’W and 15°51’N (cyane circle, Fig. 1), including ~100 m of continually derived Quaternary hemipelagic sediments that overlie late Miocene–Pliocene pelagic sediments (Watts et al., 1982). Beneath this sedimentary cover, fragments of altered oceanic crust from Site 487 are mainly composed of an olivine- and plagioclase-bearing basalt (Verma, 2000). Previous seismic-refraction profiles at the trench near Acapulco (yellow line, Fig. 1) suggested 7–8 km of oceanic crust, which includes a sedimentary layer (Layer 1, P-wave velocity, \( V_p = 2.15 \text{ km/s} \)), basement of 1.3 km (Layer 2, \( V_p = 5.74 \text{ km/s} \)), and main crustal layer of 5.2 km (Layer 3, \( V_p = 6.75 \text{ km/s} \)) (Shor and Fisher, 1961). Also, there might be bending-related extensional faults in the subducting crust offshore, which may provide pervasive pre-subduction hydration of the crust, as evidenced by multichannel seismic reflection images across Middle America trench slope offshore of Nicaragua in Central America (Ranero et al., 2003).

A recent onshore passive seismic experiment (MASE; Fig. 1) was carried out with the main purpose of imaging the subduction structure beneath central Mexico where the slab is poorly defined. The images obtained from the MASE data show the Cocos oceanic crust, which subducts (1) shallowly at an angle of 15° from ~75 km (the first seismic station is at Acapulco) to 150 km from the trench, and (2) horizontally to ~300 km from the trench at a depth of ~45 km. The low shear speed layer atop the oceanic crust is in direct contact with continental crust material (Fig. 2; Perez-Campos et al., 2008; Kim et al., 2010, 2012a), and the seismic velocity variations along the subduction plate interface clearly outline the seaward (up-dip) and landward (down-dip) limits of the seismogenic zone. Seismic stations near the Pacific coast show a smaller S wave velocity contrast at the base of the overlying crust in the strongly-coupled (locked) seismogenic zone (Song and Kim, 2012), where earthquakes are mostly concentrated (green line, Fig. 2A), which contrast abruptly increases toward the north where the stations sample the transition zone where slow-slip events (SSEs) predominantly occur (Song and Kim, 2012) and where there is an absence of large-magnitude earthquakes. In this transition zone and beyond (called “freely slipping zone” Kostoglodov et al., 2010), anomalously low shear speeds (2.4–3.4 km/s) are observed below the continental crust within a layer 4 ± 1 km thick (Fig. 2C; Song et al., 2009; Kim et al., 2010), interpreted as relict serpentinite mantle and/or altered oceanic crust (Perez-Campos et al., 2008; Kim et al., 2010). In the freely slipping zone, several regions of non-volcanic tremors (NVTs) have been identified above the flat slab (Fig. 2A; Payero et al., 2008), where strong dehydration occurs (Manea and Manea, 2011), and also the hydrous mineral talc is proposed to explain extremely low seismic velocities (Kim et al., 2010).

The converted amplitude of the thin low-velocity oceanic crust decreases significantly where the Cocos slab starts to bend downward at the southern edge of the volcanic arc at a lateral distance of 300 km from the trench and at a depth of 45–60 km (Kim et al., 2012a). Bayesian inversion of amplitudes in this zone yielded shear speeds ranging between 3.8 km/s and 4.3 km/s and \( V_p / V_s \) between 1.83 and ~2.0; such values may indicate the presence of hydrous minerals in combination with high pore pressure (Kim et al., 2012b). However, beyond 60 km and deeper, calculated velocities are much higher than predicted velocities for talc (Kim et al., 2012b).

For the “normal”-dipping subduction zone in southern Mexico, results from the other passive experiment in the Isthmus of Tehuantepec (only ~500 km southeast from MASE) reveal higher velocities for the subducted Cocos crust, indicating an amphibole-bearing oceanic crustal assemblage (Kim et al., 2012b). This makes the occurrence of talc beneath central Mexico more unusual and unique; it is apparently limited to the flat-slab environment.

Despite the long flat-slab segment with no intervening asthenosphere, both tectonic and past magmatic episodes indicate a lack of structural features and compression within the over-riding plate in the last 20 Ma (Nieto-Samaniego et al., 2006; Morán-Zenteno et al., 2007). The thin low velocity layer along the crust–slab interface appears to decouple the subducting plate from the overriding plate, as is also demonstrated in time-dependent numerical models for generating the current slab configuration (Manea and Gurnis, 2007). Such weak coupling across the subduction interface gives rise to negligible upper-plate deformation.
A distinct surficial manifestation from the subduction of the Rivera (to the NW from this study region) and Cocos plates beneath the North American plate is the Trans-Mexican Volcanic Belt (TMVB, Fig. 1). The TMVB includes a broad zone of volcanism that spans from west to east in Mexico and contains several discrete volcanic fields. Several MASE seismic stations were situated within the Quaternary Chichinautzin volcanic field, directly south of Mexico City, which contains numerous cinder cones, shield volcanoes, and stratovolcanoes such as Popocatépetl (white triangle, Fig. 1). Along the MASE transect, the southern end of the current arc begins about 300 km from the trench, overlying the position where the slab subducts into the asthenosphere at the steep angle of ∼75 degrees (Fig. 2A; Husker and Davis, 2009; Kim et al., 2010, 2012a). The top of the subducted slab at the start of the arc is at no more than ∼100 km depth, based on the seismic images. A northward jump in the location of the volcanic arc in the early-middle Miocene constrains the timing of the transition in slab configuration from “normal” to flat (Ferrari et al., 1999). The flat slab reached a maximum extent of ∼450 km from the trench at ∼10 Ma before the onset of rollback, as indicated by trenchward migration of volcanism at a rate of ∼10 km/Myr (Ferrari, 2004).

Prominent low-conductivity zones in lower continental crust imaged by magnetotelluric survey (Jódcicke et al., 2006), high seismic attenuation (Chen and Clayton, 2009), and low shear wave velocities (Iglesias et al., 2010) support past episodes of delivery of slab-derived fluids into the continental crust as the slab rolled back.

3. Generation of talc in the Cocos subduction system

The free-air gravity over the Middle America trench suggests that the primary source of sediments in the subduction process is the scraping of unconsolidated pelagic sediments from the top of the subducting oceanic plate (Manea et al., 2003). The tereigenous sediment contribution to the subducted crust is suggested to be minimal (Manea et al., 2003) and, as discussed earlier, the sedimentary column (Layer 1) at the top of the basaltic oceanic crust (Layers 2 and 3) is very thin near the trench (Currie et al., 2002). Also, high pore fluid pressure may explain observed seismic anomalies (low velocities, high $V_p/V_s$ and occurrence of slow slip earthquake) in very localized regions along the MASE profile, in the shallow-dipping upper portion of crust (Song and Kim, 2012). The hydrated metabasaltic ocean crust subducts at the trench, subsequently undergoes subduction-zone metamorphism, and continues to release $\text{H}_{2}\text{O}$ via dehydration reactions (Manea and Manea, 2011).

Strong negative and positive amplitude signals in the receiver functions at the top and bottom of the horizontal slow layer, respectively, beneath continental Moho at constant pressure (Fig. 2B), provide constraints on the velocity changes across the interfaces. Modeled seismic velocities ($V_s$ and $V_p/V_s$) have been compared to seismic velocities computed for candidate slab mineralogies (Kim et al., 2010). Here, the $V_p/V_s$ was computed with a fixed $V_p$ of 5.54 km/s (Kim et al., 2010), which is similar to the $V_p$ used to fit seismic waveforms recorded from nearby stations in central Mexico to map out the lateral extent of the very slow velocities (Dougherty et al., 2012). A large concentration of the hydrous mineral talc in the shallow and flat segment was proposed to reconcile the extremely low seismic velocities (Fig. 2D; Kim et al., 2010). There is in fact no lithology identified in the phase diagrams provided by Hacker et al. (2003), which are computed for the expected bulk compositions of the ocean crustal layers, that can explain such low observed speeds. A drastic change in subducted crustal composition as a result of alteration and interaction with fluids and melts would be required to change mineral stability fields and allow greater hydration or the formation of talc and related minerals. However, such a case is considered to be unlikely based on models for the subduction system in central Mexico for the past 30 My (Ferrari et al., 2012). To generate such a low-velocity anomaly in the depth for the upper oceanic crust from typical crustal rocks would require an unreasonably high amount of free water ($\sim 20$ wt%) to reduce the velocities significantly (see Fig. 3). Preferentially oriented serpentinites, such as preferentially oriented antigorite, may provide an explanation to some of these sampled regions (Fig. 2D; Bezaicier et al., 2010; Mookherjee and Capitani, 2011), but antigorite alone cannot be invoked to explain the full range of our observations (Kim et al., 2012b). Mookherjee and Capitani (2011) reported that both talc and antigorite may be responsible for trench parallel seismic anisotropy and large delay time at the base of the subduction zone mantle wedge.

Talc, in isolation, has a $P$–$T$ range of stability that extends from superficial to eclogite-facies conditions, making it of potential significance in various faulting environments (Moore and Lockner, 2008). Because of its asesimic and thermally stable behavior ($\sim 800^\circ \text{C}$ at 1–2 GPa), talc may play a role in stabilizing slip at depth in the subduction zone (Moore and Lockner, 2008). Talc mainly forms as a result of the reaction of serpentine minerals with silicate-saturated fluids liberated during dehydration of the subducting slab (Peacock and Hyndman, 1999; Moore and Rymer, 2007; Moore and Lockner, 2008), and may control the rheology of the slab-mantle interface (Hirauchi et al., 2012) and the down-dip limit of subduction-zone earthquakes (Peacock and Hyndman, 1999; Abers et al., 2006). Talc was found in the serpentinitized peridotites collected from the landward trench slope of the southern Mariana forearc, and was used to explain observed low seismic velocities atop the plate interface and asesimic slip in the Izu-Bonin–Mariana subduction system (Wang et al., 2009). In addition, talc has been recently identified in the San Andreas fault, where it may explain the asesimic slip of the creeping section (Moore and Rymer, 2007).

Based on the $P$–$T$ diagrams for depleted lherzolite and harzburgite with no free water, 11 vol% of talc atop the oceanic crust or 15 vol% beneath the oceanic crust can be present (Hacker et al., 2003). However, very little or almost no talc appears in the MORB composition phase diagram of Hacker et al. (2003) and indeed the $P$–$T$ curves for equilibria involving talc based on available thermodynamic data (Deer et al., 1992) show that formation of talc in any basaltic composition is nearly impossible. Hence, for any metamorphosed basalt at the pressure of $\sim 1.5 \text{ GPa}$ (the depth of the flat slab in central Mexico), it takes an unreasonable amount of free water to obtain shear wave velocities sufficiently low to match the observed slow layer (Fig. 3). Fig. 3 also suggests that the only feasible way to generate the extremely low $V_s$ observed in the flat-slab region is from altered mantle lithologies such as harzburgite, based on mineral physics data. Fig. 3C also shows that if a significant fluid fraction (<5%) of melt or free water is assumed to occur in the form of films of a certain aspect ratio (i.e. 0.01 for central Mexico), then the calculated seismic parameters agree well with the observed data. Free water requires the maintenance of impermeable fluid sealing along a 200 km interface that is shearing at a rate of 6 cm/yr (from EarthByte poles, Muller et al., 2008). The analysis by Peacock et al. (2011) for the Cascadia subduction zone argued that this is feasible but in that location sealing need only be maintained for a distance of a few kilometers but in central Mexico maintaining the seal over the 200 km length seems unlikely (Manea and Manea, 2011). The film geometry might be more appropriate than spheres, considering the highly sheared past deformation history in the region. Thus, with or without free fluid, a talc-rich ultramafic layer is required and the petrological evidence suggests that – even though this layer appears in the location expected for subducted upper oceanic crust – it must be generated from an ultramafic source derived from the mantle wedge rather...
than from the trench. This inference is significant because there is no indication of a buoyant oceanic impactor (on the conjugate plate) that could have induced a flat-slab episode in central Mexico (Skinner and Clayton, 2010). Rather the presence of mantle-derived talc in the thin layer between slab and upper plate gives direct evidence that the slab dip evolution was due to changes in mantle wedge properties (vertical thickness, viscosity, and composition). The abundant occurrence of the mantle-derived minerals in the present-day subduction system probably would indicate that the mantle wedge had high H2O concentration due to the dehydration of subducted sediments and oceanic crust, and that the mantle peridotite would react with slab fluids to form serpentinite and talc. Subsequently the mantle wedge viscosity is decreased, forming a low viscosity wedge on top of the subducting slab, which further facilitates into current state (Manea and Gurnis, 2007).

Thicknesses of the oceanic crust offshore of Mexico has been observed to be 7–8 km (Shor and Fisher, 1961). However, if the 4 ± 1 km thick (Song et al., 2009; Kim et al., 2010) extremely low-Vs layer is assigned to material derived from the mantle wedge such as talc and serpentine, then the remaining subjacent slow layer assigned to subducted oceanic crust along the flat segment is only 3–5 km (Figs. 2A and 2C). Even allowing that the 0.5–1.5 km sedimentary sequence observed in the offshore refraction line may not be present everywhere (only 170 m is present at DSDP Site 487) and may be accreted to the upper plate at the trench, the inferred layer of subducting oceanic crust is unexpectedly thin. Nevertheless, the assignment of the extremely low-Vs layer to mantle-wedge-derived material is supported by the observed oceanic crustal thickness at the up-dip termination of this layer in the shallowly subducting region. An abrupt change in S wave velocity contrast at the base of the overlying fore-arc crust is observed ~100 km from the trench (~25 km from the Pacific coast) (Fig. 2A; Song and Kim, 2012). This point separates the region between the deep locked zone and transition zone, and the deep locked zone appears to have normal oceanic crustal velocity (Song and Kim, 2012), which suggests no influence from the mantle wedge.

4. Influence of talc on subduction dynamics

Integrating geophysical, petrological, and mineralogical observations, we suggest the following sequence of events (Miocene to present) for the evolution of the slab flattening process:

1. Prior to ~25 Ma, the Cocos plate beneath central Mexico was in “normal” configuration (Ferrari et al., 2012). Trench-parallel Miocene magmatic arc was positioned at ~100 km from the trench.

2. From 25 to 10 Ma (Ferrari et al., 2012, and references therein), the progressive flattening of the Cocos plate occurred, for reasons that remain unknown, and the magmatic arc migrated inland to the northern edge of the TMVB. In this period, the upper surface of the Cocos plate was brought into contact with the base of the overlying plate and, as a consequence, the low-density asthenosphere was squeezed out in the direction of subduction. Active dehydration of the downgoing Cocos slab resulted in (a) hydration of the North American mantle lithosphere, and (b) decrease in the viscosity on top of the subducting slab, thus creating the low-viscosity channel (Manea and Gurnis, 2007). The numerical models require a narrow range (5–10 × 1019 Pas) of mantle viscosities to produce the present flat-slab configuration, consistent with seismic results (e.g., Perez-Campos et al., 2008). Due to cooling caused by the displacement of the mantle corner flow and
the passage of cold oceanic lithosphere beneath the trapped over-riding lithosphere, the mantle material above the flat slab was not hot enough to form melt, and will instead produce hydrous minerals like serpentine and talc. The presence of these weak minerals in the wedge induced flow, which then increased suction and flatten the slab (Manea and Gurnis, 2007).

3. Circa 10 Ma (Manea et al. 2013a, 2013b), the volcanoism pro-ceeded to migrate southward to its present location just south of Mexico City due to slab rollback (Ferrari, 2004). This slab-rollback process allows the hot mantle wedge to flow back into the newly created space, which also initiates southward migration of vol-canism. The broad, elongated low-resistivity region imaged in the lower crust beneath the TMVB by a magnetotelluric experiment (Jodickie et al., 2006) shows direct evidence of the past and contin-uous subducting slab dehydration and its rollback.

A large extent and heterogeneous volcanic signatures in the TMVB have been suggested to be due to a change in subduction dynamics from normal subduction geometry to the current configura-tion (Blatter et al., 2007; Johnson et al., 2009). In particular, high mantle H2O concentrations (0.3–0.7 wt%) beneath most parts of the arc near the MASE profile suggest that H2O in the mantle source: (1) is partly contained in hydrous minerals or in a fluid or hydrous melt phase (or both), (2) lowers the melting tempera-ture, and (3) is the result of fluids or hydrous melts from the subducted slab (Johnson et al., 2009). Whereas, the occurrence of low-H2O melts (far behind the volcanic front) is due to extension-related decompression melting with little input of slab-derived fluids (Blatter et al., 2007; Johnson et al., 2009). This can be explained by corner-flow-driven advection of mantle from behind the arc (Blatter et al., 2007; Johnson et al., 2009), which correlates well with the subduction dynamics model for central Mexico.

The case of central Mexico is enigmatic because of the lack of apparent causes of the slab flattening. Although the flat subduc-tion of the Cocos plate is clear, its origin is not apparent because neither a buoyant subducted oceanic lithosphere impactor nor its conjugate on the Pacific plate can be found (Skinner and Clayton, 2010). Furthermore, the presence of talc-rich assemblage in the flat upper oceanic crust is unusual (Kim et al., 2010). Our analysis suggests that talc has to come from the mantle wedge based on the phase equilibria involving talc. The formation of talc-rich assemblages under upper oceanic crustal depth conditions are likely to represent a portion of the remnant mantle wedge that has been pinched by the slab as the dip angle shallow (Manea and Gurnis, 2007). Its effect on the current system gives rise to unusually low shear velocities (Song et al., 2009; Kim et al., 2010), seismic anisotropy (Song and Kim, 2012), and episodic tremor and slip (Pajero et al., 2008; Kostoglodov et al., 2010). Also, its exceptionally weak frictional properties decouple the subducted slab from the overlying plate with no upper plate deformation.

5. Conclusions

The hydrous mantle mineral talc has been previously proposed to explain anomalously low shear wave speeds at the subducted (top) interface of the Cocos plate in central Mexico. This study suggests that this talc component comes from the mantle wedge rather than from the trench based on the stability field of talc at the depth of the flat slab. It was originally created from serpentines in hydrated peridotites in the mantle wedge during interaction with Si-saturated fluids via dewatering of the subducted slab. Our hypothesis is consistent with published time-dependent numerical models for generating the flat-slab configuration. The evolution of the thin low-velocity shear zone, enriched with low-strength tlc, generated from the mantle wedge has significant implications for the subduction dynamics as well as the geochemistry of the mantle wedge and arc beneath the Trans-Mexican Volcanic Belt.
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